Earlier research has indicated that some characteristics of facial expressions may be automatically processed. This study investigated automaticity as evidenced by involuntary interference in a word evaluation task. Compound stimuli, consisting of words superimposed on pictures of affective faces, were presented to subjects who were given the task of evaluating the affective valence of the words while disregarding the faces. Results of three experiments showed that word evaluation was in¯uenced by the concurrently shown affective faces. Overall, negative words were found to require longer latencies, indicating that more processing resources are invested in negative than in positive stimuli. This speed advantage for positive words was modi® ed by the faces. Negative words were facilitated, relative to po sitive ones, when shown with a negative expression (e.g. a sad face). Correspondingly, negative words were inhibited, relative to po sitive on es, when shown w ith a positive expression (e.g. a happy face). The results are consistent with automatic, involuntary sem antic processing of affective facial expressions.
INTRODUCTION
The face is an extraordinary visual stim ulus, paramount in its social im portance. Psychological theories from Darwin onwa rd have given the processing of facial expressions a special place, supported by a genetically prepared capacity. Recent research has shown unusually rapid and ef® cient detection of som e expressions, such as an gry faces, with obvious releva nce for fear and threat (Hansen & Han sen, 1988 . O È hman (1986) has suggested that the processing of affective expressions, especially threatening ones, is preattentive, an d in support of this idea facial expressions have been shown to have effects even in the ab sence of the subject's awareness of the eliciting stimulus (Esteves, D imberg, & O È hman, 1994a; Esteves, Parra, D imberg, & O È hman, 1994 b; M urphy, M onahan, & Zajonc, 1995; M urphy & Zajonc, 1993) . F indings such as these strongly suggest that affective facial expressions enjoy an unusual adva ntage, compared to other visual stimuli of similar com plexity, in gaining access to automatic processing. The present study aim s to examine further the extent to which affective facial expressions are autom atically processed. It does so by examining involuntary interference effects of face processing on other ongoing cogn itive activity, such as sem antic processing of wo rds.
Face Processing
The case for automaticity in the processing of som e facial expressions, but not others, wa s m ad e by Hansen and H ansen in an in¯uential study (1988) , which investigated a perceptual pop-out effect for deviant expressions in arrays of faces. A ngry faces were found am ong distractors w ith an ease suggesting parallel search of the stimulus array, whereas the time to ® nd a happy face was a function of array size, indicative of serial and controlled search. The authors have later (Hansen & H ansen, 1994) pointed out m ethodological problem s in the earlier study, and now support their position with other data, especially the power of angry faces to attract attention quickly, as indicated by EOG saccade latency.
Further evidence for au tom atic processing of facial expressions, and a special status for angry faces, com es from a classical conditioning paradigm (Esteves et al., 1994a, b) . E ffective aversive conditioning can take place w ith an gry (but not happy) faces as conditioned stim uli, even though the faces are exposed very brie¯y an d prevented from reaching conscious aw areness by backward masking (Esteves et al., 1994 b) . Sim ilarly, after learning, conditioned skin conductance responses can be elicited without aw areness by masked angry faces (Esteves et al., 1994a) .
The bene® ts of preattentive detection of threat have been discussed in an evolutionary context by O È hman (1993) . A low threshold for discovering threat may have been established over the course of evolution, where environmental pressures have m ad e false negatives carry m ore devastating consequences than false positives. In addition, threat stimuli may have acquired the capacity to ga in privileged access to further strategic processing after initial detection.
Au tom aticity in the access to facial expressions is also suggested by the way in which the perceiver m imics the perceived expression, typically without intention and awareness (Dim berg & O È hm an, 1996). T he very short latency with which this muscle activity is initiated (300± 400msec) leaves little room for controlled processing.
The idea that sem antic characteristics of facial expressions are m ad e available to the observer automatically and preattentively was carried further by W hite (1995) , who exam ined valence (happy or sad) as a characteristic of schematic faces. Effects of va lence on the intercept of search functions (i.e. on overall differences in the speed of processing happy and sad expressions irrespective of array size), suggested that faces were effortlessly categorised as to valence in an early stage of processing.
Affective priming with facial expressions has been dem onstrated (M urphy et al., 1995; M urphy & Zajonc, 1993) . In these studies, very brief (4m sec) exposures were found to affect ratings of Chinese ideographs shown im m ediately after the prim es. Longer exposures (1sec), on the other han d, had no effect. The authors interpret these ® ndings as a result of the instantaneous accessibility of affective valence, which reigns unopposed in early processing, but may be overruled by slower cogn itive assessm ents in later stages.
Automaticity and Interference Tasks
The notion of au tom atic processing has several connotations, perhaps the m ost basic of which is involuntariness. T hus, an automatic process runs its course to com pletion once it is started, in much the same sense as a ballistic projectile in mid-¯ight is beyond m odi® cation of its course. Several other m eanings of automaticity, which may or m ay not be co-extensive with the involuntariness criterion, have attracted interest in studies of controlled versus automatic processing (discussed in Kahnem ann & Treism an, 1984) . Am ong them are the ab sence of demands on central, lim ited resources and the absence of interference w ith other concurrent processes. H owever, the sense in which we intend to investigate the autom aticity of affective face processing is the sense of involuntariness. In this respect, we follow a tradition from explorations of the Stroop effect and the E riksens'¯anker task (Eriksen & E riksen, 1974; Stroop, 19 35) . In both of these, diversionary stimuli are presented (words in the Stroop task,¯an king letters in the Eriksen task) which distract the subject from the task at hand (nam ing the colour, reacting to the central letter). It is in the best interest of the subject to avoid dealing with the distractors. Failures to reject the distractors are nevertheless consistently observed by way of their interference effects on reaction times. Autom aticity is deduced from the involuntary way in which task-irrelevant stimuli are processed to the detriment of performan ce on the given task.
In analogy to the¯an ker an d Stroop tasks, this study uses pictures of faces, each surrounding a centrally placed wo rd, as distracting stimuli. In each trial, one face is show n, with a word superim posed on the lower nose area. The task is to respond to the word only. We purport to show that the face is given au tom atic processing on a sem antic level, as evidenced by its side-effects on the processing of the words. By the same token as in the Stroop and¯anker tasks, we expect relative facilitation if the distracting stimulus leads to the same response as the task-relevan t one, an d we expect relative inhibition if it lead s to a competing response.
Other studies have exam ined interference phenom ena between pictures an d wo rds. In his review of the Stroop effect, M acLeod (1991) characterised the picture-word task as an analogue of the Stroop task. In it, a picture, spatially ad jacent to a word, is to be nam ed, and inhibition (or facilitation) effects on nam ing latency are usually found to indicate that the wo rd is involuntarily processed. In Smith and M agee's study (1980) , both sem an tic classi® cation an d nam ing tasks were given, an d the pattern of results indicated that word reading was im mune to interference from pictures, but sem antic classi® cation of the wo rds was not. Conversely, sem an tic classi® cation of pictures was not disturbed by words, but picture nam ing showed interference. A parsimonious interpretation of these effects involves the assum ptions that pictures have privileged access to semantic m em ory, whereas wo rds have privileged access to a lexicon, devoid of sem an tic features. This interpretation has been developed and tested by G laser an d Glaser (1989) .
The G laser and G laser model has been extended by De H ouwer and H erm an s (1994) , who applied it to such seman tic attributes as affective valence. They exam ined the task of speeded good/bad evaluation, perform ed on pictures with word distractors an d words with picture distractors. In accordance with their expectations, derived from the G laser and G laser model, pictures interfered with wo rd evaluation, but not vice versa.
Attitude Activation
The view that evaluations are associatively connected with object representations in mem ory has been proposed by Fa zio an d his colleagues and corroborated in a series of investigations. If associative strength is high, attitudes can be activated automatically. Fazio, Sanbonm atsu, Powell, and Kardes (1986) found that wo rds connected with highly accessible attitudes could prim e the evaluation of ensuing words. Prim ing was au tom atic, because it obtained only when stimulus onset asynchrony between prim e an d target was short (300msec), and not when it wa s long enough (1000m sec) to allow conscious expectancies to develop. Sim ilarly, Ro skosEwo ldsen and Fazio (1992) found that objects toward which subjects held highly accessible attitudes attracted attention in a visual display. This allocation of attention wa s against the best interest of the subject in performing the task, and the activation of the attitude can therefore be said to be automatic by the criterion of involuntariness. Although Fazio an d coworkers reserved the label of au tom aticity for attitudes wh ich are stongly held an d primarily idiosyncratic, others (Bargh, C haiken, Govender, & Pratto, 1992) have argued that au tom atic attitude activation has a broader range of applicability, excluding only the m ost weakly held attitudes.
Other evidence indicates that there m ay be an asym m etry between positive and negative attitude objects in their power to attract and hold attention automatically. Pratto and John (1991) used positively and negatively valenced trait adjectives in a Stroop task, an d found that the negative words delayed colour nam ing more than positive ones. The result is compatible with the hypothesis of autom atic vigilance (i.e. the view that attention is draw n preferentially to negative inform ation). Asym m etries between positive an d negative events have been reviewed by Taylor (1991) , wh o concluded, based on a wide range of data, that negative events tend to elicit m ore cognitive (and other) activity in an initial phase, although the long-term effects are damped down in a characteristic m inim isation pattern. In individual-differences studies of the attentional probe paradigm , an xious subjects have been found to give more extensive processing and a larger share of attentional resources to negative stimuli (M acLeod, M athew s, & Tara, 1986; M athews & M acLeod, 19 94) .
Thus, an objective for the present investigation will be to assess possible differences in the speed of processing of differently valenced objects. In terms of experim ental design, our prim ary hypothesis has been cast as an interaction effect between wo rd valence and facial affect. A dditionally, we will examine the m ain effects for possible valence differences.
In so doing, we need to take into account a m ethodological caveat, which concerns reaction tim e differences between positive an d negative words. Wo rd frequency exerts an obvious in¯uence on latencies, in for example, the lexical decision task, m ore frequent words being processed m ore quickly. The frequency effect can be confounded w ith valence, because there is a perva sive tendency for positive words to be used more frequently than negative ones, as described by Zajonc (1968) . We have tried to elim inate this confound by statistical means (Exp eriments 1 an d 2) an d by m atching the selections of positive and negative wo rds for frequency (Exp eriment 3).
Objectives
To sum m arise, we intend to present com pound stimuli, composed of words superimposed on an affective face. The task will be to categorise the word as good or bad, while ostensibly disregarding the face. This task was chosen becau se the evaluative dim ension has been found to be a fundam ental one in factor analyses of the sem antic content of wo rds (O sgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum , 1957) . A lso, the evaluative dim ension is one which can easily be applied to affective facial expressions. 1 Our expectations, based on our own pilot work and on ® ndings in the literature (Pratto & John, 1991; Taylor, 1991) , are to ® nd latency differences between positive and negative words in this task. We hypothesise that positive words will be at an advantage with respect to speed, becau se negative words will tend to evoke m ore extended processing, leading to slower categorisation. This Positive Valence Advantage (PVA ) is expected to ® gu re as a main effect of word va lence in the analyses, but we also an ticipate that it will be importantly m odi® ed by concurrently shown faces. If a happy expression is show n, then the processing of positive wo rds will be facilitated, even m ore so than in a neutral condition, an d the Positive Va lence Adva ntage will be enlarged. Correspondingly, negatively valenced expressions (e.g. sadness), will tend to dim inish or reverse the PVA . The way these effects are achieved is by adding activation toÐ or lowering thresholds forÐ processing in the pathways congruent w ith the facial expression. This is in essence the way semantic prim ing is often construed, although in contrast to typical priming studies, we show prim e an d target together.
Our principal dependent va riable will be reaction tim e, but we will also exam ine the pattern of errors. A lthough the task is not dif® cult, occasional errors can be expected to be dictated by the valence of the face, when this is in con¯ict w ith the valence of the wo rd. Conceptualised in the term s of Signal D etection Theory, this corresponds to an adjustment of the criterion. A s the param eter to m easure this ad justment, both bias, beta, and criterion, C, could in principle have been used, but Snodgrass and Corw in (1988) have given convincing reasons for preferring C, an d we have followed their recom mendation.
EXPERIMENT 1
In the ® rst experim ent, we exam ined the effects of an gry, happy, and neutral facial expressions on perform an ce in the word eva luation task. A happy expression is arguably the only exam ple of a facial gesture at once elem entary and unequivocally positive. Several expressions are, on the other han d, negative. We chose an ger to represent the negative pole, because much important theorising has concerned this em otion an d its 760 STENBERG, WIKING, DAHL place in evo lution (Dim berg & O È hman, 1996; H ansen & Han sen, 1994) . We expected to see angry faces facilitate negative judgements relative to positive ones, an d happy faces facilitate positive judgements relative to negative ones. We also expected these modulations to be superim posed upon an overall speed advantage for positive judgem ents.
Method
Sub jects. Tw enty wom en and thirty men, all students at the University of L und, participated on a volunteer basis w ithout any com pensation. The m edian age was 26, with a range of 20 ± 34.
M aterials and Procedu re. The pictures of facial expressions were taken from Ekm an and Friesen's U nm asking the face (1975) . F ive pictures showing an an gry expression, ® ve with a happy expression, and three with a neutral expression were selected for the experiment. They were digitised and saved as grey-scale picture ® les.
In the experiment, the pictures were show n on a monitor in 4-bit m onochrom e mode (i.e. set to display 16 shades of grey). T he pictures occupied an area 6.3cm w ide an d 9.0cm high, centred on the screen. The words were displayed in black 24-point text on a grey background in a rectangle, the size of wh ich was adjusted for the length of the word, typically ab out 2 3 1cm . The positioning of the wo rd rectangle was such as to occupy an area across the lower part of the nose, chosen to be central in the face w ithout hiding any of the facial features essential for the affective expression. Instructions were to judge and react on the displayed word only and to disregard the face.
The 120 words selected for the experiment were m ainly, but not exclusively, Swedish translations of wo rds from the Toglia± Battig corpus (Toglia & Battig, 1978) . T his m aterial contains a large num ber of wo rds classi® ed along several seman tic dim ensions, am ong them the pleasant-unpleasant dim ension. Words were chosen from the wo rd clusters at the extrem e poles of this dim ension. The frequencies of the wo rds in written Swedish were checked in Alle Â n (1971). M ean frequencies were 60.7 per m illion (SD 70.6) for positive words, and 22.4 per m illion (SD 38 .7) for negative words. Because the frequency variable is typically very skewed, a logarithm ic transformation [log(frequency+1)], is used later in com putations where word frequency serves as a covariate.
Three lists were constructed by randomly pairing words with pictures, subject to the constraint that the six combinations of word and picture valences each be represented by 20 items in the list. For each subject, one of the three lists was randomly selected at the tim e of the experim ent.
Subjects were tested individually in a small room , wh ere a M acintosh LC II com puter presented the stimuli and recorded the responses. T he subject was instructed to classify each word as positive or negative in m eaning by pressing one of two response keys on the keyboard. The pictures were to be ignored, an d the responses were to be given as rapidly as possible w ithout sacri® cing accuracy. A practice sequence of 12 trials preceded the main sequence of 120 trials.
In each trial, the picture was ® rst transferred to the screen, and, after a delay of 250msec, the wo rd, on its grey background rectangle, was displayed across the lower nose area. The com pound picture-word stimulus remained on screen for 15 00m sec. Then the screen wa s erased to a m iddlegrey background colour, and rem ained blank for another 1500msec.
Responses were recorded in the 2sec interval following the presentation of the wo rd. A set of planned contrasts was com puted to elucidate the nature of the interaction. These were directed at the question whether the difference between RTs for negative and positive words (the PVA ) was altered by the affective conditions relative to the neutral one. A lso, a com parison was m ade of the size of the PVA between the two affective conditions. In total, three contrasts were com puted, each having (1,98) degrees of freedom and M S e = 19 71.5.
Results

Reaction Tim es. M ean
First, a comparison between the H appy an d the N eutral condition showed that happy faces increased the PVA from 21 to 60m sec (F = 9.49 ; P = .004). A s can be seen in Fig. 1 , the results for the H appy facial expression are in line w ith predictions. T he processing of positive words was speeded up, an d the processing of negative wo rds was slowed down in comparison to the neutral condition, the com bined effect being a substantial augm entation of the PVA .
For A ngry facial expressions, the results ran counter to our predictions. The PVA was altered by angry faces in relation to neutral ones (F = 4.27 ; P = 0.046), but not in the predicted direction. Instead, the PVA increased to 47m sec from the neutral 21. As a result, the contrast between the two affective conditions did not reveal a reliable difference (F = 1.03; n.s.).
The word valence difference was followed up by a separate, item -w ise test to determine whether it was caused by wo rd frequency differences between the two wo rd populations. In this item-based an alysis, the average reaction tim e for each wo rd wa s computed across all subjects and across all facial-affect com binations. In the one-way AN OVA of these RTs (two groups of 60 wo rds each), word frequency was entered as a covariate to assess wh ether there was an effect of valence independently of word frequency. The AN COVA results showed that both effects were reliable [frequency: F(1,117) = 8.97; M S e = 2,887 .0; P = .003; valence: F(1,117 ) = 6.85 ; M S e = 2,8 87.0; P = .010]. Thus, although positive words were m ore frequent than negative ones, and high-frequency wo rds generally had shorter latencies than low -frequency ones, the fact that positive wo rds had shorter latencies than negative ones could not be reduced to a sideeffect of their high frequencies. There was an independent effect of va lence on RT, and controlling for frequency only led to a reduction of the difference from 43 to 29m sec.
Error R ates and D ecision Criteria. The som etim es idiosyncratic nature of value judgements m ade it necessary to check whether there were large deviations from the intended, norm ative value categorisation of the wo rds. The error rates indicated that the deviations were sm all (average error rate across all stimulus types: 3.4% ). To assess whether, despite the overall conform ity w ith normative evaluations, any stray items were particularly liable to be misclassi® ed, an item-based analysis was performed. It showed only three items, out of 12 0, with error rates in excess of 12% , and none above 30% .
Based on the pattern of errors, the signal detection parameter C was com puted as a measure of the criterion applied by the subject in m aking the response decision. A negative evaluation of the wo rd was arbitrarily designated as a``no'' response in signal detection term s, m aking negative values of C (a liberal criterion) denote a tendency toward negative evaluations, an d positive va lues of C (a conservative criterion) denote a tendency toward positive evaluations. The m ean C va lues for the three different facial expressions are shown in Fig. 1 .
The visual impression gleaned from Fig. 1 is that the result pattern for C parallels that of the PVA , and statistical an alysis bears this out. A one-way repeated-m easures AN OVA showed a reliable difference in criterion placement as a function of facial expression [F(2,98) = 6.18; M S e = 0.050; P = .003]. A s in the RT analysis, a set of planned contrasts compared the two affective conditions with the neutral one, an d w ith each other (for each contrast, df = 1,98 and M S e = 0.0 50). As was the case for the RT effects, the H appy expression had an effect in accordance with our predictions (F = 11.98; P < .001). It shifted the criterion signi® cantly toward a positive response bias. W hereas the A ngry expression also had a signi® cant effect (F = 5.13; P = .02 6), it ran counter to our prediction by also shifting the criterion toward a positive response bias. The Angry an d H appy conditions did not reliably differ (F = 1.43; n.s.).
Discussion
In a general sense, support was provided for the hypothesis of taskirrelevant facial affect displays exerting an in¯uence on a concurrently performed word evaluation task. The m ore speci® c hypotheses were, however, only partly con® rm ed. A s to the effect of a happy expression, our expectations were fully supported. H appy faces slowed negative wo rd processing, speeded positive word processing, an d consequently increased the Positive Va lence A dva ntage. Additionally, it shifted the decision criterion between the two in a positive direction. Fo r angry expressions, on the other hand, the effect challenged our assum ptions. Reaction times were overall slower, but especially so for negative words, resulting in an increased PVA . M oreover, the criterion was m oved in a positive direction.
A factor of possible im portance is the special signal value of an gry facial expressions, discussed by both O È hm an an d H ansen and H ansen. Angry faces m ay tend always to attract attention, and hold it, once caught, which could explain why an gry faces cause prolonged latencies for both word valences (H an sen & H ansen, 19 94, p. 233) .``Autom atic vigilance m ay introduce effects at both the autom atic and controlled level; once attention is attracted to a threatening face, it may be dif® cult to suppress its hold'' . H owever, to explain the present result, one wo uld have to assum e that this propensity for extended controlled processing interacts w ith the type of word being processed, resulting in an increased PVA .
Niedenthal, Setterlund, and Jones (1994) make a different, relevant point. They point out that it may be a m istake to arrange em otions along a single dim ension of valence. In particular, the putatively negative em otions are very different from each other, an d they may not all serve equally well as an evaluative opposite to happiness. For this reason, we repeated the experiment, but now with a different negative facial expression, nam ely sad ness.
EXPERIMENT 2
This experim ent aimed at reproducing the evaluation task of E xperim ent 1, with the exception that the facial expression Sad was substituted for the Angry expression of Exp erim ent 1. We wanted to exam ine the possibility that sadness is closer to being the opposite of happiness in eva luative term s than is anger.
An additional test has been appended to the procedure, presented below as Experim ent 2B. We test the m em ory retention of the stimuli used in the word eva luation task. Assuming that wo rd-picture com binations are processed as a whole, incidental m em ory retention should show an advantage for wo rds that are presented in the sam e facial-affect combination at test, as com pared to words presented in a chan ged face context. Thus, we expect a face-context effect to in¯uence perform an ce in the wo rd recognition task, sim ilarly to a context effect found by Niedenthal (1990) . She used cartoon characters as the targets in a study-recognition paradigm, and preceded presentations of them w ith sublim inally presented human face prim es. Recognition wa s better when the targets were primed with the sam e facial expression at test as at study.
Furtherm ore, we expect wo rds encountered in incongruent word-face com binations in the initial task to have been m ore elaborately processed (as evidenced by longer latencies), leading to better mem ory retention in accordance w ith the levels-of-processing ® ndings in the mem ory literature. Therefore, we have a second hypothesis for the m emory test, nam ely, better wo rd recognition for words initially presented in incongruent wo rd-face combinations.
Experiment 2A: Method
M aterials and P rocedure. The face pictures were again taken from the Ekman± Friesen set. The expressions represented were Happiness and Sadness, w ith six pictures selected from each catego ry, using equal representation of m ale an d fem ale m odels. As neutral baseline pictures, we did not, however, reuse the (few ) neutral expression pictures in the set. Instead , we constructed a set of six pseudoface pictures to provide us with a baseline condition. They were produced by a digital distortion of som e of the original pictures, which preserved average brightness and general shape, but sm eared features and texture into an unrecognisable blur, creating the im pression of a very unfocused picture.
A set of words was constructed an d pre-tested for use in this experim ent. A n original list of 288 words was designed to contain evaluatively positive, negative, an d neutral words. The list was evaluated by 52 subjects, m ostly psychology students, on a 7-point scale, wh ere +3 mean t very positive, and 2 3 very negative connotations. From this norm atively evaluated corpus, a set of 200 wo rds was selected, representing the 100 m ost positively and the 10 0 m ost negatively eva luated words. Out of this basis set, two different random selections were mad e, each of 60 positive and 60 negative wo rds, to serve in the evaluation task. D ue to partial overlap, the two selections together com prised 173 different wo rds. The negative wo rds had an average frequency of 18.23 per m illion (SD 31 .46) , and an average wo rd length of 6.11 (SD 1.38) letters. Fo r the positive words, average frequency was 34 .19 per million (SD 53.93 ) , and the average wo rd length 6.79 (SD 1.29) letters. Ratings for the 88 negative words ranged from 2 2.98 to 2 1.35, and for the 85 positive words from 1.23 to 2.75. Six lists were prepared, with the two selected sets in three different random orders. Fo r each subject, one of these six lists was chosen. In each case, it com prised six combinations of word valence (2 levels) w ith face type (3 levels), each combination being represented by 20 stimuli, resulting in a list length of 120 trials.
Com pared to the earlier experiment, the display procedure wa s altered in some respects, designed m ainly to m ake it less likely that subjects were to analyse the picture-word com bination into its separate parts. First, a random com ponent was introduced in the positioning of the pictureword combination on the screen, mak ing it impossible to ® xate a certain position on the screen knowing that the word would be displayed there. A rectangularly distributed random term ranging from 2 64 to +64 pixels (6 2.26cm) was ad ded to both vertical and horizontal coordinates before each stimulus display. The position of the word relative to the face was unaltered. Second, the display period was shortened to 750msec. A lso, the lead tim e of 25 0m sec, by wh ich the completion of the picture draw ing operation preceded the onset of the wo rd in the earlier experiments, wa s now elim inated.
The period during which responses were accepted was 2000msec after word onset. A 1000msec display of a ® xation cross on the centre of the screen preceded each stimulus. A ssignm ent of``yes'' or``no'' responses to left-or right-arrow-keys wa s randomised individually. A practice block with au ditory feedback for incorrect responses was given before the experim ent.
Sub jects.
A total of 25 subjects, 12 men an d 13 wom en, all students or employees at the University of Lund, participated without m onetary reward. They had a m edian age of 22 years (range: 19± 30).
Results
Reaction Tim es. Response latencies were analysed in a two-way repeated m easures A NOVA , with Fa ce type (3 levels: N eutral, H appy, and Sad ), and Word valence (2 levels: N egative and Positive) as factors. The central hypothesis concerned the interaction, which proved to be reliable [F(2,48) = 13.17 ; M S e = 1,447 .19 ; P < .001]. As shown in Fig. 2 , positive words were processed faster than negative ones in the N eutral condition (by 22m sec), and this PVA was increased to 54m sec when Happy faces were shown. T he contrast was reliable (F = 4.4 3; P = .041) (this and the other contrasts within this interaction have df = 1,4 8 an d M S e = 1,447. 19 ). W ith Sad faces, the PVA wa s reversed to 2 23m sec. The contrast between Sad and N eutral was reliable (F = 9.01; P = 0.004), and so was the contrast between Sad an d Happy (F = 26.07; P < .001).
The m ain effects were not reliable (both P s > .10). H owever, to elucidate our earlier ® ndings concerning the effect of Wo rd valence on RT, an itembased an alysis was also perform ed. T he 173 words were subjected to an A NC OVA, using Word valence as the catego rical and log frequency as the continuous variable. Because the Word valence effect turned out to be reliable (and frequency not reliable), Word rating was entered as a further factor to clarify the wo rd value effect.
D epending on the degree of positive or negative valence, the words were classi® ed into 3 3 2 groups, com prising very high, high, or moderate degrees of positive or negative valence. 
Discussion
The results of E xperiment 2A fully support our hypothesis concerning autom atic processing of facial expressions and extend the ® ndings of Exp erim ent 1, which it replicates with som e variations. T he m ost important of these alterations is the substitution of sad faces for an gry faces. The outcom e of the experim ent gives unequivocal support to the notion that sad expressions function as the evaluative opposites of happy faces. Happy Thus, the ® ndings for happy faces were closely replicated, but the outcom e for angry and sad faces were quite different. It rem ains to be determ ined whether this should be attributed to fundam ental dissim ilarities between different negative em otions (Niedenthal et al., 1994) , to special attention-catching qualities in angry faces (Hansen & H an sen, 19 94 ; O È hm an , 1993), or to som e subtle methodological variation between our two experim ents. This issue will be ad dressed in Exp eriment 3.
Our analysis of reaction tim e differences between positive and negative wo rds showed that positive words were judged m ore quickly, even when allowan ce was m ade for the fact that they were also m ore frequent in written Swedish. However, the extrem e cases of negative valence were reacted to alm ost as quickly as the extrem ely positive ones. M ore doubtful cases were judged more slowly, as could be predicted from the attitude accessibility literature (Fazio et al., 19 86) . Although this accessibility effect applied to both types of wo rds, m oderately negative words were judged much more slowly than moderately positive ones. T hus, valence per se seem ed to be less important than the added cognitive processing needed for the doubtful cases. Can didates for a negative verdict seem ed to receive m ore extended scrutiny, in line with ® ndings of m ore extensive cognitive processing of negative events (Taylor, 19 91).
Experiment 2B: Method
M aterials an d Procedure. The m em ory test followed the evaluation task after a brief (1 m inute) interva l an d without prior noti® cation. O nscreen instructions informed the subjects that a recognition test of the wo rds from the previous test would now ensue. Fo r each word, the subject was to decide whether it had been shown earlier and press a key on the keyboard (left-or right-arrow) accordingly.
All wo rds that had been shown w ith an affective face (i.e. 80 out of the 12 0), were presented as old wo rds in the memory test, interm ingled with 80 new words. All word stimuli were presented against the background of an affective face, using the sam e tim ing and stimulus param eters as before. For half the old wo rds, the affective face previously shown was retained, whereas for the other half, a picture of the opposite affect (happy changed to sad an d vice versa), posed by the sam e person, was shown. This wa s to ensure that other aspects of the pictorial context were kept constant, while only the affect was being manipulated. The new wo rds were taken from the sam e corpus an d comprised positive and negative words in equal proportions. They were also presented against a backdrop of an affective face, happy and sad expressions being presented with equal probability an d com pletely crossed w ith the valence of the word. The ® rst hypothesis to be considered wa s that of a context in¯uence on m em ory accuracy. Speci® cally, we expected recognition to be better of those wo rds shown with the sam e facial expression during test an d during study. This tran slates into an interaction term between Test Facial Expression an d Study Facial Expression. T he interaction revealed a tendency in the expected direction, which did not reach the conventional signi® cance level [F(1,24) = 3.20; P = .086; M S e = 0.12]. Contrasts showed that, for words ® rst encountered with a Sad face, it made a difference whether it was tested with the same background (d9 = 1.39), or not (d9 = 1.20); (F = 7.53 ; P = .011). For words studied with a Happy face background, the test background did not m atter (d9 for same = 1.19, d9 for different = 1.21; F < 1, n.s.).
Results
As
Our second hypothesis was that wo rds encountered in an incongruent context during study would be more elaborately encoded, and consequently better retained. The test of this hypothesis wa s the interaction Becau se we had given speeded instructions for the m emory test, we also exam ined recognition latency as a dependent variable. Interestingly, the latency data showed the sam e Wo rd Valence 3 Study Facial Expression 2 interaction as did the accuracy data [F(2,48) = 10.37 ; P = .00 2; M S e = .19]. Positive words studied w ith an incongruent, sad face were recognised m uch faster (890msec) than positive words studied with a congruent, happy face (955m sec), (F = 17.99; P < .001). Fo r negative words, the background face of the study episode did not matter (1002 vs. 984m sec), (F = 1.42, n.s.).
Discussion
These mem ory results suggest that affective faces are involuntarily processed for affective valence, an d that the outcom e of this evaluation may affect the episodic m em ory trace of concurrent controlled processing. Incongruent combinations, such as a positive word shown with a sad face, require m ore extensive processing than a congruent one (positive wo rd with a happy face), which lead s to slower responding in the im m ediate task, but in compensation better subsequent m em ory retention. H owever, the results w ill have to be regarded as suggestive rather than conclusive, because the expected effect was obtained only for positive wo rds, not for negative ones.
There was also a tendency for preserved facial expressions (from study to test) to im prove mem ory of the words. A s a test of the effect of context on m em ory, this was a very strict one, because in each case, pictures of the sam e person provided the facial background for the word, and only the expression changed.
EXPERIMENT 3
The purpose of the third experim ent was to extend the previous ones by clarifying the relation between the negative em otions. U p to this point, our ® ndings have been consistent regarding the autom atic evaluation of happy faces, but the effects of an gry an d sad faces have been divergent. O nly a test using the sam e subjects an d precisely the sam e experimental param eters for both can ascertain wh ether the differences between anger an d sadness are real. If they are, they m ay be attributable to special, attention-attracting properties of angry faces, to which our evolutionary past has attuned us (Han sen & H an sen, 1994; O È hm an, 1986, 19 93) . But a hitherto unm entioned consideration m ay also play a part. Som e facial expressions are m ore frequent than others, an d it is natural to assum e that the ones seen seldom are more prone to catch attention. We venture the generalisation that angry faces are probably less frequent than sad ones, an d certainly less frequent than neutral and happy ones, in cultures we know, although we have seen no em pirical data to bolster this assertion. If frequency plays a part, it may be appropriate to include an even m ore infrequent expression than anger in our design, becau se any argum ent based on frequency would apply a fortiori to it. D isgust is such an emotional expression, wh ich is visually very distinctive, yet typically rare in any real-life environm ent. Our design therefore includes three negative conditions: sadness, anger, an d disgust, along with a neutral an d a happy condition.
Method
M aterials and Procedure. Six pictures for each of the four affects, and three neutral ones, were selected from the Ekm an± Friesen set. The 10 cells of the factorial design (5 affective conditions by 2 word valences) were each represented by 30 trials, resulting in 300 trials for the whole experiment. W ithin these constraints, the assignm ent of words to affective faces wa s randomly determined for each subject at run tim e, as was the order of the stimuli. Thus, no two subjects saw the sam e list of stimuli.
A new selection of words was m ade for this experim ent, with the special purpose of m atching the positive an d negative words for frequency. The display param eters were altered som ewhat, w ith the purpose of encouraging subjects to respond quickly. Each trial began w ith a ® xation cross, displayed at the centre of the screen for 1 second. The picture of the face wa s then displayed at a random ly selected location at a distance of 100 pixels (3.5cm ) from the ® xation cross. Thus, by selecting random positions along the periphery of a circle, positional uncertainty was created, while keeping saccad e length constant. After 300m sec, the word was superimposed on the face at its custom ary place across the lower nose area. The face-word com pound was displayed for 500m sec. Responses given within a 2000msec period from the wo rd onset were accepted.
Becau se the experim ental session wa s longer than in the earlier experim ents (about 20 m inutes), ® ve short breaks with feedback about perform ance (average RT and error rate) were inserted to m aintain m otivation throughout. The experim ental trials were preceded by practice trials with auditory feedback for errors. The assignment of``positive'' and``negative'' responses to the left-and right-arrow keys was balanced over subjects.
Sub jects.
A total of 51 subjects, 24 m en an d 27 wom en, students at the U niversity of L und, participated. They had a m edian age of 23 years (range: 19± 34). The negatively valenced facial expressions all decreased the PVA : Angry 16 .1, D isgu sted 9.3, and Sad 15.6m sec. They were all reliably different from the N eutral condition (Angry: F = 4.49, P = .036; Disgusted: F = 9.4 1, P = .003 ; Sad : F = 4.80, P = .031). They were also all different from the H ap py condition (A ngry: F = 27 .04 , P < .001; D isgu sted: F = 37.8 2, P < 0.00 1; Sad: F = 27 .80 , P < .001) . There was a main effect of Word Valence, because positive words were responded to faster than negative words across all conditions [F(1,50) = 34.06, P < .001, M S e = 2381 .95 ]. Opposite-va lenced em otional conditions were reliably different from each other. T he A ngry-H appy contrast am ounted to [F = 17 .63 , P < .001; Disgusted-H appy: F = 8.5 9, P = .004; Sad-Happy: F = 8.00, P = .005].
Results
Reaction Times.
Errors and
Discussion
The ® ndings were in line with predictions generated by the view that all affective expressions are au tom atically processed for valence, and all affects can be placed along a single dimension of valence. All negative affects acted as opposites to the one positive affect in their effects on the PVA and the criterion, an d the neutral condition fell expectedly between. The negative affects differed only negligibly from each other, and no affect, frequent or infrequent, had any generally retarding effect on reaction tim es (i.e. one acting on both positive and negative words).
As before, negative words were processed m ore slowly than positive ones, and concerns about a possible confound with word frequency could be allayed. The m ore powerful experimental control of word frequency gave the same outcom e as the statistical control in Experim ents 1 an d 2 (i.e. there was an effect of va lence on evaluation latency independently of word frequency).
The PVA is a net effect, potentially consisting of both facilitation an d inhibition effects in relation to a neutral baseline. D ecom position show s that inhibition generally exceeded facilitation in this experim ent. The data for all three experim ents are show n in Table 1 . In contrast to the present case, the data for Exp erim ent 2 show a predominance of facilitation effects. The difference lies in the choice of neutral baselines. The unusual, arti® cal pseudofaces of Experim ent 2 seem to have caugh t some visual attention and retarded processing across both positive and negative words. The neutral faces were apparently processed more quickly. In part, this may result from the fact that there were fewer individual faces am ong them than am ong the affective expressions (3 neutral vs. 6 of each affect). The m ore frequently repeated faces in all likelihood demanded progressively less tim e for visual encoding. In sum, the vagaries of different neutral pictures dem onstrate the dif® culty of ® nding a truly neutral baseline, and justify the use of a baseline-independent variable, such as the PVA , as an indicator of the processing of valence.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The three experim ents reported in this article are consistent in showing that there is a speed advantage for positively valenced wo rds in the word evaluation task. Our ® ndings are sum marised in Table 2 . T he Positive Va lence Adva ntage was markedly an d predictably modi® ed by concurrently shown faces, such that the size of the PVA , wh ich was 21 ± 31m sec when the words were show n with a neutral background, m ore than doubled, to 54± 60 msec, when a happy face was shown. Analogously, when faces expressing negative em otions were shown, the PVA was drastically reduced by about 50 % in the third experiment (to 9± 16m sec). In the second experim ent, the reduction induced by sad faces wa s even m ore radical, leading to a reversal of the PVA into an advantage for negative wo rds by 23m sec. T he only exception to this generalisation wa s the results for an gry faces in Experiment 1. The increase in PVA from neutral to an gry faces wa s against our expectations, and inconsistent with the ® ndings we obtained with the sam e faces in Experim ent 3. M urphy and Zajonc (1993) have also found signs of automatic evaluation of affective faces, m anifested by prim ing effects on the evaluation of subsequently presented stim uli (C hinese ideographs). However, in their ® ndings, affective priming was effective only with faces shown at very brief (4msec) durations, not at 1sec exposures. In contrast, our prim ing effects were obtained with the stimuli in full view. Reaction time may be m ore sensitive as a dependent variable than the rating scales used by M urphy and Zajonc, an d m ay therefore capture subtle prim ing effects otherwise counteracted by controlled processing.
The pattern offered by our error data are consonan t with the reaction tim e data. Although the proportion of errors was sm all on the whole, the distribution of the types of errors supported the conclusion that subjects were more willing to call a word positive in m eaning when it was show n with a happy face, and more willing to call it negative when shown w ith a negatively valenced facial expression. Analysed in signal detection term s, the criterion for detecting negative word targets was raised by positive faces, and lowered by negative ones. The fact that there was a parallelism between RT and criterion dataÐ although RT proved the m ore sensitive of the twoÐ is useful in excluding trade-offs between speed and accuracy as explanations of the ® ndings. It extended across all instances, including our one an om alous ® nding (i.e. the results for angry faces in Exp erim ent 1).
There is no readily apparent explanation for the anger anom aly in the ® rst experim ent. The possibility that angry faces attract attention an d involuntarily instigate controlled processing was not supported by our third experim ent. There were, however, som e procedural differences between our experiments wh ich som ewhat strain com parisons. The m ain difference was the display duration for the stimuli. In E xperim ent 1 we let the wo rd-face com pounds dwell on screen for 15 00m sec, but in Exp erim ents 2 and 3 we introduced both positional uncertainty and briefer displays, 75 0 and 500m sec respectively. The purpose of these changes was to induce subjects to respond both quickly and holistically. The changes were effective in this respect, because average reaction tim es (across all stimuli) declined from 74 0 to 709 to 677m sec across the three experim ents, as a monotonic function of display duration. The longer inspections aw arded to the stimuli in Experim ent 1 m ay have allowed m ore controlled processing to develop, this preferential treatm ent being disproportionately often given to an gry face stimuli. H owever, to yield the results we obtained, this tendency would have to interact with wo rd va lence, such that negative wo rds pre-empted the extra controlled processing capacity more often than did positive words. All of these assum ptions would need independent veri® cation.
A different line of reasoning involves the stimulus m aterial. The stock of wo rds varied between experim ents. O ut of the total of 298 negative word tokens usedÐ 60 in Exp eriment 1, 88 in Experim ent 2, an d 15 0 in Exp erim ent 3Ð only 64 participated in m ore than one experiment; 14 of these were comm on to all three. Thus, the com position of the word sam ples showed little overlap.
Because negative em otions are different from each other, it is possible that a selection of negative words m ay m atch the semantic characteristics of one emotion better than an other (N iedenthal et al., 1994) . Speci® cally, our selections of negative words could have varied in their proportion of an ger-related m eanings, creating va rying degrees of m atch w ith the an gry faces. To investigate this possibility, we made an effort to classify the emotional content of the words. Only 13% could be classi® ed as directly related to an ger, rage, or deliberate physical violence. There was little difference in this proportion between experim ents (15, 17 , and 13% ). Therefore, it is not likely that wo rd sam pling variation could have created the different results for an gry faces in Exp eriments 1 an d 3, and the inconsistency will essentially have to rem ain unexplained.
Generality of Involuntary Evaluation
The interference pattern we obtained suggests that go od-bad evaluation is often included as a feature in the m ental representation of affective expressions. An issue wo rth considering is the generality of this ® nding. Does it apply to a broad er class of im ages than just affective faces? W hereas other im ages have been found to interfere when words are to be categorised (Sm ith & M agee, 1980), this has concerned catego risation tasks where the sem an tic relation is very obvious, such as applying category label to category membersÐ``clothing'' to``shirt'' ,``hat'' , etc. A lthough evaluation features are far less obviously a part of the m ental representation, ® ndings indicate that attitudes, at least if they are strongly held an d easily accessible, are au tomatically evoked on presentation of the object (Fazio et al., 1986) . W ith pictures of animals, De Houwers an d H erm ans (1994) found results sim ilar to ours (i.e. pictures involuntarily evoking go od-bad evaluations, and therefore interfering w ith the oral positive/negative response given to a concurrently presented word). Their set of stimuli included six an im alsÐ snake, spider, beetle, in the negative catego ry and duck, rabbit, bird in the positive one. Snakes and spiders are frequently objects of phobias, and they have presumably ® gu red as natural enem ies in our evolutionary history. It has therefore been suggested (O È hm an, 1986, 1993) that hum ans are genetically prepared for preattentive processing of their visual appearan ce. The class of au tom atically processed objects may of course be larger than those we have been genetically prepared for. Learning plays a role in acquiring long-term autom aticity of processing (Logan, 19 88; , and tem porary accessibility of attitudes can be enhanced by repetition (Roskos-E woldsen & Fa zio, 1992) .
This study suggests that va lence features are included in the m ental representations of affective facial expressions an d are m ad e automatically accessible. Facial expressions therefore belong to a larger class of affectively tagged objects, whose evaluations are au tom atically evoked on mere presentation in a large m ajority of subjects, regardless of individual experience. O ther mem bers of this class are, in all likelihood, snakes, spiders, and other prom inent enem ies from our evolutionary history, as well as other fear-releva nt and phobia-inducing objects. O n an individual and idiosyncratic basis, a much larger class of objects m ay be able to evoke automatic evaluation, as show n by Fazio and co-workers (1986) .
Valence and Latency
Our second main question concerned possible differences between positive and negative objects in the speed w ith wh ich they were processed. The ® ndings in this regard were:
1. D ecision latencies in all experiments were shorter for positive words than for negative ones.
2. Word frequency in¯uenced decision latency as expected, an d positive words had , on the average, higher frequency in w ritten Swedish than negative ones, paralleling Zajonc's (1968) observation for A merican English. H owever, the valence effect was independent of the frequency effect, as ascertained by both statistical control (Exp erim ents 1 and 2) and stim ulus selection control (E xperiment 3).
3. As could be expected from earlier results (Fazio et al., 19 86) on attitude accessibility, objects with m ore extreme norm ative evaluations, as indicated by the ratings of our pilot study group, were valence-catego rised more rapidly than m oderately va lenced objects (E xperim ent 2). The increase in processing time for the doubtful exem plars was particularly noteworthy am ong negative wo rds (Fig. 3) . Thus, the extra processing dem anded for the dif® cult decisions took a heavier toll on speed for negative than for positive wo rds.
The task of incorporating these ® ndings into the extant literature is at ® rst glance m ade m ore dif® cult by the apparently contradictory ® ndings concerning valence-induced latency differences of earlier studies. O n the one han d, detection of negative objects has been found to be m ore rapid (H an sen & Hansen, 1988) . O n the other, latencies for negative wo rds are longer in the affective Stroop task, where affective words serve as stimuli. Fo r an xious subjects, detection of probe stimuli is more rapid in locations to which attention has recently been draw n by negative words (M acL eod et al., 19 86). M ore generally, negative events have been found to be subjected to more elaborate an d protracted processing than positive ones (Taylor, 19 91 ).
Apparently, the task m akes a large difference for the kind of latency differences, if any, that negative an d positive objects w ill show. A s a generalisation, it may be said that negative stimuli are detected m ore rapidly than positive ones, an d if detection is the only processing the task demands, latencies will be shorter for negative stimuli. If on the other hand, some cognitive processing is called upon, negative stimuli w ill occupy cognitive resources for a longer time and to a greater extent (Taylor, 1991) , lead ing to longer latencies. Thus, detection tasks such as that of Han sen and Hansen result in speeded reactions for negative faces. Ta sks in which involuntary processing is invoked by background stimuli do so to a greater extent if the stimuli are negative (Pratto & John, 1991; W hite, 1996) .
The principle of protracted cognitive processing of negative stimuli applies well to the present ® ndings. Reaction times for negative wo rds were longer, an d as Fig. 3 shows, the difference seem s to be attributable above all to m ore extended processing of doubtful cases.
Conclusion
This study has shown that some semantic qualities, particularly affective valence, are stored in a highly accessible form with m ental representations of affective facial expressions. They are autom atically evoked by mere presentation of affective faces and m ay therefore interfere w ith other ongoing processing. In the face-to-face encounters of daily social life, we should perhaps keep in mind that the words we say m ay thus beÐ in an unexpected senseÐ taken at face value.
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